
THE KICKSTART CARD
FIVE GRADE 2 PATTERNS  |  48 colors

The Kickstart textile collection effortlessly combines value 
and sophistication. Elegantly meeting a budget-conscious 
price point, Kickstart upholds the highest standards of 
performance, embodying a modern take on timeless design 
aesthetics. This versatile collection of five 54” width fabrics 
opens the door to creative expression, offering an affordable 
entry into a world of possibilities for all furniture, including 
vertical applications. The color palettes, carefully curated to 
resonate with classic sensibilities, are infused with new shades 
inspired by the latest interior design trends and ever-evolving 
consumer preferences. It’s worth noting that every pattern 
bears the mark of sustainability excellence, being Red List 
Free, REACH, PFAS-free, and Prop 65 compliant—fulfilling 
your commitment to both elegance and eco-consciousness.

BENEFITS

• Recycled fiber content

• Clean Vinyl is bleach cleanable

• High abrasion 90,000-500,000 D.R.

• Woven patterns are ASTM E84 approved

• Woven & coated textures
for all applications

•  Greenguard® certified



CRESPO   |  Momentum Textiles

Crespo is a classic small scale crepe weave, random yet uniform, 
and solid in color.  100% Post consumer recycled polyester, and 
500,000 double rubs, this plain texture is offered in on trend 
colors perfect to accentuate office furniture. 
                   100% Post-consumer recycled polyester 
                    500,000 double rubs 
9

CARSON CV   |  Momentum Textiles

This Phthalate-free Clean Vinyl features a classic leather grain at 
just the right scale and with just the right amount of surface sheen 
to distinguish itself. Carson is very versatile, and extremely durable 
with over 500,000 double rubs, and is a natural liquid barrier.   
                   100% Clean Vinyl/Phthalate free  
                    500,000 double rubs 

EGO   |  Momentum Textiles

A classic basket weave with a classic heathered look, this  
refined fabric brings subtle sophistication and broad useability.   
Ego offers a soft hand reminiscent of woolen suiting material  
and is very durable with over 100,000 double rubs.   
                   85% Polyester, 15% Viscose rayon  
                    250,000 double rubs 
9

NESTLE   |  Momentum Textiles

As the name implies, Nestle offers a very soft hand with no 
sacrifice to durability of over 100,000 double rubs. The specialty 
weft yarns are composed of fine filaments of different colors, 
which give a speckled effect and wonderful soft feel.  
                   67% Polyester, 33% Post-consumer recycled polyester  
                    200,000 double rubs 
9

SCATTER   |  Momentum Textiles

This weave is carefully crafted to offer the aesthetic of a larger 
scale multicolor crepe effect, with the durability required for 
commercial upholstery. The two-tone weft yarns offset by the 
random nature of the warp create a surface effect which  
provides visual interest without being disruptive.  
                   78% Polyester, 22% Post-consumer recycled polyester  
                    90,000 double rubs 
9
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